Eastbound freight coming into Sky with helper set waiting
BN 1794 GP9; BN 803 F9B & BN 1799 LATE PHASE GP9 ARE A HELPER SET AT SKYKOMISH, FEB. 22, 1975, WAITING TO SHOVE AN EASTBOUND OVER THE HILL.
BN 6925, SD40-2 STOPS AT SKYKOMISH, WA W/EB FREIGHT TO ADD HELPERS, FEB. 22, 1975.
BN 6925, SD40-2 STOPS AT SCENIC TO WAIT FOR A WESTBOUND TRAIN TO EXIT THE CASCADE TUNNEL. FEB 22, 1975. IT WILL BORROW A UNIT FR. THE WB.
F45 BN 6620 BENDS THE CURVE AT BARING, WA FEB. 22, 1975 ON AN EB MANIFEST FREIGHT.
BN 6620 F45 HEADS UP AN EB FREIGHT AT SKYKOMISH W/2 SD45S AND A GP30; 022275.
BN SD40-2 6924 LEADS GP30 2231 (X-CBQ 954), SDP40 6398 (X-GN 324), AND SD45 6430 (X-GN 400 HUSTLE MUSCLE) ON EB FRT, WINTON, WA 10/75 ON SIDING AS MOW CREWS GROOM THE MAIN TRACK.
BN 6542, SD45 LEADS AN SD40-2, SD40 AND U33C OUT OF WINTON TUNNEL WB IN OCTOBER 1975.
BN 1788 AND 1837, X-GN GP9S AT WENATCHEE, WA NEAR YARD OFFICE, GOING ON DUTY ON A LOCAL, OCTOBER 1975.
BN SD45 6468 LEADS SIX UNITS ON A FREIGHT WEST ACROSS THE SUNSET FALLS BRIDGE (SKYKOMISH RIVER) EAST OF INDEX, WA, JUNE 1976.
BN 6928 LIFTS AN EB INTERMODAL TRAIN UP STEVENS PASS ACROSS THE FOSS RIVER BRIDGE, JUNE 1976.
BN 6928 EXITS THE CASCADE TUNNEL AT BERNE, WA WITH AN EB INTERMODAL TRAIN, JUNE 1976.
BN 6537, SD45 HEADS UP TRAIN 3 AS IT BENDS AROUND THE CURVE THRU ROCK CUTS JUST WEST OF DECEPTION CREEK, NEAR SCENIC, WA, JULY 9, 1984.
BN 10249 AND STRING OF OTHER BN/GN CABOoses ARE PARKED AT WENATCHEE, WA NEAR THE DEPOT, JUNE 7, 1974.
THE END

Thanks for your attention and participation

Time now for

• Lunch
• Sky Market
• Great Northern & Cascade Railway
• Tour the Depot
• Skykomish Historical Society Museum
• Tour of GN caboose X228

Return at 1:30 PM for GN/BN Home Movies